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About This Content

AppGameKit VR adds powerful and easy to use VR commands to your core AppGameKit Script language.

With just a few commands you can start to develop your own VR experiences, from detecting the head mounted displays to
registering touch events from the touch controllers.

*** NEW***

AppGameKit VR AppGameKit VR now comes with a new Plug-in for Leap Motion support!

Note: Users must already own AppGameKit and have an OpenVR compatible head mounted display (HMD) and HTC Vive
controllers or optional Touch controllers to use this DLC. To use the Leap Motion Plug-in you must own the Leap Motion

hardware. This DLC is currently only available for the Windows platform.

The AppGameKit VR DLC includes:

AppGameKit VR Plugin for AppGameKit Tier1 Script

Tier 2 C++ Library

AppGameKit VR Getting Starter Guide PDF
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AppGameKit VR Leap Moton Plugin for AppGameKit Tier1 Script

Leap Motion Tier2 C++ Libray

AppGameKit VR Leap Motion User Guide PDF

AppGameKit VR Commands
These new VR commands will empower you to:

Diagnostic checks on the hardware and SteamVR

Initialise the HMD

Create standing or seated VR experiences

Set the scale and camera ranges

Render a 3D scene to the HMD

Read the 3D values and angles of the HMD

Control the position and rotation of a player within the 3D scene

Read the 3D values and angles of the player

Read the values of both the users left and right hands

Read all the buttons and joystick values from controller devices

There are over 60 commands provided and we’ve created some getting started demos to show you how to get up and running
with your own creations.

The AppGameKit Command List

Setup Commands

IsHmdPresent

IsRuntimeInstalled

Init

ErrorMessagesOn

SetTrackingSpace

GetTrackingSpace

ResetSeatedZeroPose

SetCameraRange
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SetWorldScale

GetWorldScale

Render

Player Commands

SetPlayerPosition

SetPlayerRotation

MovePlayerLocalX

MovePlayerLocalY

MovePlayerLocalZ

RotatePlayerLocalX

RotatePlayerLocalY

RotatePlayerLocalZ

LockPlayerTurn

LockPlayerPitch

GetPlayerX

GetPlayerY

GetPlayerZ

GetPlayerAngleX

GetPlayerAngleY

GetPlayerAngleZ

GetHMDX

GetHMDY

GetHMDZ

GetHMDAngleX

GetHMDAngleY

GetHMDAngleZ

GetRightHandX
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GetRightHandY

GetRightHandZ

GetRightHandAngleX

GetRightHandAngleY

GetRightHandAngleZ

GetLeftHandX

GetLeftHandY

GetLeftHandZ

GetLeftHandAngleX

GetLeftHandAngleY

GetLeftHandAngleZ

Controller Commands

RightControllerFound

LeftControllerFound

RightController_JoyX

RightController_JoyY

LeftController_JoyX

LeftController_JoyY

RightController_Trigger

LeftController_Trigger

RightController_Grip

LeftController_Grip

RightController_Button1

LeftController_Button1

RightController_Button2

LeftController_Button2

RightController_TriggerPulse
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LeftController_TriggerPulse

LeftController_GetFingerPointed

RightController_GetFingerPointed

LeftController_GetThumbUp

RightController_GetThumbUp
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Title: AppGameKit VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities
Developer:
The Game Creators
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 19 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

Sound Card: N/A

English
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The options to play the game don't work.. Don't waste your money. point and click puzzler. Another great game from the indie
genre. A nice and unique platformer. Indie fans you should check this out!. This game has cool visuals, great sound and nice
gameplay - great game for multiplayer. But it has one big fat con - NO ONLINE MULTIPLAYER. I think if developers ever
add it, this game ups in tops ;-). This is excelent, early access to be sure but a must have for VR users. I had my room 'mapped'
into VRHOME in about 2 hours (yes I only briefly skimmed over the controls first :) and very soon was using the bed,e chair,
table and computer desk as if it was my room! I almost, while sitting on the chair near the computer just going to take off the
HMD, threw the controllers onto the bed across the room!
This has so so much potential, and anyone who's read the book 'Ready Player One' will know what I mean.
It took me a further hour to set up the TV and the 360 viewer, I had to read and re-read the instructions and the helper guides in
the Community page. One thing to note is that even though the play button looks like its the centre of the large button on the
controller its actually the 'menu' button above the large button. This goes for the custom room as well, that took me a while to
get that one. Otherwise the controls once figured out are good.
Q. Can the position of the 'virtual' buttons be a little more to the outside edge of the big button, you cant press the edge near the
'virtual' button you have to move your finger well onto the large button for it to have an effect. Even after 3 hours I was still
missing the 'virtual' buttons

Since this is Early Access then I would like to make a couple suggestions but I do realise how much work has already gone into
this, its perfectly usable and stable...

1. The rotation and scalling could do with moving at a quater of the current step for final positioning, maybe the space at the
bottom of the buttons on the left could have a second move button that makes tiny steps leaving the other three, paint, move and
delete as is?
2. Aligning your room when you re-enter it from one of the other rooms (if you use one of the houses rooms as your room) can
be a pain so all your furnature is positioned correctly vr world matching the real world. Can I suggest that there is an alignment
marker and item (like a light switch). Once you have alighed the chaperone box with the room, then by placing alignment
marker in one corner and standing mear it. Clicking on the light switch like if your were going to move again then the chaperone
box is re-alighed. If your room is to big then multiple alignment markers and 'light switches 'could be used for each part of the
room?
3. Ability to create content and access it through Steam much like the mods in Skyrim.

Thank you.. Got this while it was in early development and it was quite good. Came back to it months later and it was absolutely
fantastic. The game has changed so much over it's development and it is a shining example of how early access can be done
right.. Warning: this game is abandoned. The delevopers promised DLC with new songs like the different versions of Singstar,
but they never arrived.

The game itself is not that bad, it works well with my Microphones, even with 2 Players. But without new songs it becomes
boring. And thats the dead sentence for a singing game, if there is nothing fresh to sing to.. numerous attempts to load this game
have failed. I get to 8% and the game freezes up. I firmly recommend NOT purchsing this game,
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A nice and simple child-friendly collectathon.

The game is relatively short, If you play to complete it as fast as possible you can beat 100% of the game in about 1.7 or 2
hours.

The gameplay is rather simple you move around the level with a top-down perspective and beat the occasional enemy, using
your fiery breath to defeat them. Beating a level is really easy I've beaten the entire game without dying to an enemy once and
feel that you could only fail if you do so intentionally.
When it comes to narrative the game is rather bare-bones and does not really do anything to establish any character motivation
or personality, it's just; You are a dragon who likes to collect treasure. Why who knows.
You have a mystic floating panda fiend. Who is he? I don't know.
but this can be put down to the young audience that it is aimed at.

Playing through the game I found that it had nice and relaxing BGM that suited the rest of the overall look, tone and feel of the
game.. I don't even know how to start this. I'm leaving this same review on each of the Trilogy pages because it's an across the
board review of 5 out of 5 or 108 out of 100 or A++ or whatever you can think of.
This has been one of the most emotional, roller-coastering rides of my life, and it happened in a videogame. One that's entirely
text-based. You start off as a little hero still trying to figure out who you are and you end as a big one, no matter what path you
take, knowing exactly who you are. You'll go through so many ups and downs and surprises and disappointments and happiness
and sadness and successes and failures, you'll get into all the great beat em up action that comes with being a hero and all the
baggage and consequences, too. But if you stick to who you are, just like in life, you'll pull through and make the right calls, and
become a legend. The fate of the world is in your hands. The fate of your world is in your hands. Now get to it. And buy this
trilogy.. abstract asteroids on alien acid. The skullport expansion is fantastic! It introduces a new mechanic while expanding on
the base gameplay. If you liked the base game but need to mix it up this is way better than the other expansion
(undermountain).. With no options to control friendly-fire, I don't find this game appealing. It would be really great if multi-
player had setting for how much friendly-fire, and\/or able to make shots heal\/help allies. Nearly unplayable without something
like this.

As for bonus features (multiplayer settings\/config\/options):
-Two people control the same ship (one flies, one shoots)
-Ability to use hanger while dead
-Infinite lives

As maybe you can tell, I only care about multiplayer features. As Early Access Game is definately has potential, but still needs
work for me to recommend it.. It's pretty good. It's quite a nice locomotive if you asked me. The whistle is alright, but sounds
more like it's on a loop. The Chuffing sounds are pretty good, and for an old DLC, it's quite extraordinary. The cylinder
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 sound is alright, but needs room for improvement. The price has been dropped ever since it's
initial release, which I say is a good move by DTG.. Potion Explosion was in my life since the day TotalBiscuit mentioned it on 
The Co-Optional Podcast. Of course, back then, he only talked about the board game and the mobile game.

I bought the Android version straight away and I spent countless hours of playing on both mobile and tablet. And now, the game
made its sneaky way to Steam and I can't be happier, as I genuinely adore this game and everything about it.

Addictive gameplay of potion making, filled with scheming and planning, is certainly the main draw for me. But, visuals and
music, as well as the dash of silliness, are the main contributors for creating a wonderfully charming ambience that keeps me
hooked for hours.

I will absolutely recommend this game for anyone to try, especially, if you have people around to play with ... not to diminish the
enjoyment of solo or online play as I had a great deal of fun with both.

Grade: A. The AI is way to easy to kill
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